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Community Genomics Among
Stratified Microbial Assemblages
in the Ocean’s Interior
Edward F. DeLong,1* Christina M. Preston,2 Tracy Mincer,1 Virginia Rich,1 Steven J. Hallam,1

Niels-Ulrik Frigaard,1 Asuncion Martinez,1 Matthew B. Sullivan,1 Robert Edwards,3

Beltran Rodriguez Brito,3 Sallie W. Chisholm,1 David M. Karl4

Microbial life predominates in the ocean, yet little is known about its genomic variability,
especially along the depth continuum. We report here genomic analyses of planktonic microbial
communities in the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, from the ocean’s surface to near–sea floor
depths. Sequence variation in microbial community genes reflected vertical zonation of taxonomic
groups, functional gene repertoires, and metabolic potential. The distributional patterns of
microbial genes suggested depth-variable community trends in carbon and energy metabolism,
attachment and motility, gene mobility, and host-viral interactions. Comparative genomic analyses
of stratified microbial communities have the potential to provide significant insight into
higher-order community organization and dynamics.

M
icrobial plankton are centrally involved

in fluxes of energy andmatter in the sea,

yet their vertical distribution and func-

tional variability in the ocean_s interior is still only
poorly known. In contrast, the vertical zonation of

eukaryotic phytoplankton and zooplankton in the

ocean_s water column has been well documented

for over a century (1). In the photic zone, steep

gradients of light quality and intensity, temperature,

and macronutrient and trace-metal concentrations

all influence species distributions in the water

column (2). At greater depths, low temperature,

increasing hydrostatic pressure, the disappearance

of light, and dwindling energy supplies largely

determine vertical stratification of oceanic biota.

For a few prokaryotic groups, vertical distrib-

utions and depth-variable physiological properties

are becoming known. Genotypic and phenotypic

properties of stratifiedProchlorococcus Becotypes[
for example, are suggestive of depth-variable

adaptation to light intensity and nutrient availabil-

ity (3–5). In the abyss, the vertical zonation of

deep-sea piezophilic bacteria can be explained in

part by their obligate growth requirement for

elevated hydrostatic pressures (6). In addition,

recent cultivation-independent (7–15) surveys have

shown vertical zonation patterns among spe-

cific groups of planktonic Bacteria, Archaea,

and Eukarya. Despite recent progress however,

a comprehensive description of the biological

properties and vertical distributions of plank-

tonic microbial species is far from complete.

Cultivation-independent genomic surveys

represent a potentially useful approach for char-

acterizing naturalmicrobial assemblages (16, 17).

BShotgun[ sequencing and whole genome assem-

bly from mixed microbial assemblages has been

attempted in several environments, with varying

success (18, 19). In addition, Tringe et al. (20)

compared shotgun sequences of several disparate

microbial assemblages to identify community-

specific patterns in gene distributions. Metabolic

reconstruction has also been attempted with en-

vironmental genomic approaches (21). Never-

theless, integrated genomic surveys of microbial

communities along well-defined environmental

gradients (such as the ocean_s water column)

have not been reported.

To provide genomic perspective onmicrobial

biology in the ocean_s vertical dimension, we

cloned large EÈ36 kilobase pairs (kbp)^ DNA

fragments from microbial communities at differ-

ent depths in the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre

(NPSG) at the open-ocean time-series station

ALOHA (22). The vertical distribution of micro-

bial genes from the ocean_s surface to abyssal

depths was determined by shotgun sequencing of

fosmid clone termini. Applying identical collection,

cloning, and sequencing strategies at seven depths

(ranging from 10 m to 4000 m), we archived

large-insert genomic libraries from each depth-

stratified microbial community. Bidirectional DNA

sequencing of fosmid clones (È10,000 sequences

per depth) and comparative sequence analyses

were used to identify taxa, genes, and metabolic

pathways that characterized vertically stratified

microbial assemblages in the water column.

Study Site and Sampling Strategy

Our sampling site, Hawaii Ocean Time-series

(HOT) station ALOHA (22-45’ N, 158-W),

represents one of the most comprehensively

characterized sites in the global ocean and has

been a focal point for time series–oriented ocean-

ographic studies since 1988 (22). HOT inves-

tigators have produced high-quality spatial and

time-series measurements of the defining physi-

cal, chemical, and biological oceanographic pa-

rameters from surface waters to the seafloor. These

detailed spatial and temporal datasets present

unique opportunities for placing microbial ge-

nomic depth profiles into appropriate oceano-

graphic context (22–24) and leverage these data

to formulate meaningful ecological hypotheses.

Sample depths were selected, on the basis of

well-defined physical, chemical, and biotic char-

acteristics, to represent discrete zones in the water

column (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 1; figs. S1 and S2).

Specifically, seawater samples from the upper

euphotic zone (10 m and 70 m), the base of the

chlorophyll maximum (130 m), below the base of

the euphotic zone (200 m), well below the upper

mesopelagic (500 m), in the core of the dissolved

oxygen minimum layer (770 m), and in the deep

abyss, 750 m above the seafloor (4000 m), were

collected for preparingmicrobial communityDNA

libraries (Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 1; figs. S1 and S2).

The depth variability of gene distributions was

examined by random, bidirectional end-sequencing

of È5000 fosmids from each depth, yielding È64

Mbp of DNA sequence total from the 4.5 Gbp

archive (Table 1). This represents raw sequence

coverage of about 5 (1.8 Mbp sized) genome

equivalents per depth. Because we surveyed

È180 Mbp of cloned DNA (5000 clones by

1Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
02139, USA. 2Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute,
Moss Landing, CA 95064, USA. 3San Diego State Univer-
sity, San Diego, CA 92182, USA. 4University of Hawaii
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È36 kbp/clone per depth), however, we directly

sampled È100 genome equivalents at each depth.

We did not sequence as deeply in each sample

as a recent Sargasso Sea survey (19), where from

90,000 to 600,000 sequences were obtained from

small DNA insert clones, from each of seven dif-

ferent surface-water samples. We hypothesized,

however, that our comparison of microbial com-

munities collected along well-defined environ-

mental gradients (using large-insert DNA clones),

would facilitate detection of ecologically meaning-

ful taxonomic, functional, and community trends.

Vertical Profiles of Microbial Taxa

Vertical distributions of bacterial groups were

assessed by amplifying and sequencing small

subunit (SSU) ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes

from complete fosmid library pools at each

depth (Fig. 2; fig. S3). Bacterial phylogenetic

distributions were generally consistent with

previous polymerase chain reaction–based

cultivation-independent rRNA surveys of ma-

rine picoplankton (8, 15, 25). In surface-water

samples, rRNA-containing fosmids included

those from Prochlorococcus; Verrucomicro-

biales; Flexibacteraceae; Gammaproteobacteria

(SAR92, OM60, SAR86 clades); Alphaproteo-

bacteria (SAR116, OM75 clades); and Delta-

proteobacteria (OM27 clade) (Fig. 2). Bacterial

groups from deeper waters included members

of Deferribacteres; Planctomycetaceae; Acido-

bacteriales; Gemmatamonadaceae; Nitrospina;

Alteromonadaeceae; and SAR202, SAR11, and

Agg47 planktonic bacterial clades (Fig. 2; fig.

S2). Large-insert DNA clones previously recov-

ered from the marine environment (9, 10) also

provide a good metric for taxonomic assessment

of indigenous microbes. Accordingly, a relatively

large proportion of our shotgun fosmid sequences

most closely matched rRNA-containing bacte-

rioplankton artificial clones previously recovered

from the marine environment (fig. S3).

Taxonomic bins of bacterial protein homologs

found in randomly sequenced fosmid ends (Fig. 2;

fig. S4) also reflected distributional patterns

generally consistent with previous surveys in the

water column (8, 15). Unexpectedly large amounts

of phage DNA were recovered in clones, particu-

larly in the photic zone. Also unexpected was a

relatively high proportion of Betaproteobacteria-

like sequences recovered at 130 m, most sharing

highest similarity to protein homologs from

Rhodoferax ferrireducens. As expected, representa-

tion of Prochlorococcus-like and Pelagibacter-like

genomic sequences was high in the photic zone. At

greater depths, higher proportions of Chloroflexi-

like sequences, perhaps corresponding to the co-

occurring SAR202 clade, were observed (Fig. 2).

Planctomycetales-like genomic DNA sequences

were also highly represented at greater depths.

All archaeal SSU rRNA–containing fosmids

were identified at each depth, quantified by mac-

roarray hybridization, and their rRNAs sequenced

Table 1. HOT samples and fosmid libraries. Sample site, 22-45’ N, 158-W. All seawater samples
were pre-filtered through a 1.6-mm glass fiber filter, and collected on a 0.22-mm filter. See (35) for
methods.

Depth
(m)

Sample
date

Volume filtered
(liters)

Total fosmid
clones

Total DNA (Mbp)

Archived Sequenced

10 10/7/02 40 12,288 442 7.54
70 10/7/02 40 12,672 456 11.03
130 10/6/02 40 13,536 487 6.28
200 10/6/02 40 19,008 684 7.96
500 10/6/02 80 15,264 550 8.86
770 12/21/03 240 11,520 415 11.18
4,000 12/21/03 670 41,472 1,493 11.10

Table 2. HOT sample oceanographic data. Samples described in Table 1.
Oceanographic parameters were measured as specified at (49); values shown
are those from the same CTD casts as the samples, where available. Values in
parentheses are the mean T 1 SD of each core parameter during the period
October 1988 to December 2004, with the total number of measurements
collected for each parameter shown in brackets. The parameter abbreviations
are Temp., Temperature; Chl a, chlorophyll a; DOC, dissolved organic carbon;
NþN, nitrate plus nitrite; DIP, dissolved inorganic phosphate; and DIC,

dissolved inorganic carbon. The estimated photon fluxes for upper water
column samples (assuming a surface irradiance of 32 mol quanta mj2 dj1

and a light extinction coefficient of 0.0425 mj1) were: 10 m 0 20.92 (65%
of surface), 70 m 0 1.63 (5% of surface), 130 m 0 0.128 (0.4% of surface),
200 m 0 0.07 (0.02% of surface). The mean surface mixed-layer during the
October 2002 sampling was 61 m. Data are available at (50). *Biomass
derived from particulate adenosine triphosphate (ATP) measurements as-
suming a carbon:ATP ratio of 250. ND, Not determined.

Depth
(m)

Temp.
(-C)

Salinity
Chl a
(mg/kg)

Biomass*
(mg/kg)

DOC
(mmol/kg)

N þ N
(nmol/kg)

DIP
(nmol/kg)

Oxygen
(mmol/kg)

DIC
(mmol/kg)

10 26.40
(24.83 T 1.27)

[2,104]

35.08
(35.05 T 0.21)

[1,611]

0.08
(0.08 T 0.03)

[320]

7.21 T 2.68
[78]

78
(90.6 T 14.3)

[140]

1.0
(2.6 T 3.7)

[126]

41.0
(56.0 T 33.7)

[146]

204.6
(209.3 T 4.5)

[348]

1,967.6
(1,972.1 T 16.4)

[107]
70 24.93

(23.58 T 1.00)
[1,202]

35.21
(35.17 T 0.16)

[1,084]

0.18
(0.15 T 0.05)

[363]

8.51 T 3.22
[86]

79
(81.4 T 11.3)

[79]

1.3
(14.7 T 60.3)

[78]

16.0
(43.1 T 25.1)

[104]

217.4
(215.8 T 5.4)

[144]

1,981.8
(1,986.9 T 15.4)

[84]
130 22.19

(21.37 T 0.96)
[1,139]

35.31
(35.20 T 0.10)

[980]

0.10
(0.15 T 0.06)

[350]

5.03 T 2.30
[90]

69
(75.2 T 9.1)

[86]

284.8
(282.9 T 270.2)

[78]

66.2
(106.0 T 49.7)

[68]

204.9
(206.6 T 6.2)

[173]

2,026.5
(2,013.4 T 13.4)

[69]
200 18.53

(18.39 T 1.29)
[662]

35.04
(34.96 T 0.18)

[576]

0.02
(0.02 T 0.02)

[97]

1.66 T 0.24
[2]

63
(64.0 T 9.8)

[113]

1,161.9 T 762.5
[7]

274.2 T 109.1
[84]

198.8
(197.6 T 7.1)

[190]

2,047.7
(2,042.8 T 10.5)

[125]
500 7.25

(7.22 T 0.44)
[1,969]

34.07
(34.06 T 0.03)

[1,769]

ND 0.48 T 0.23
[107]

47
(47.8 T 6.3)

[112]

28,850
(28,460 T 2210)

[326]

2,153
(2,051 T 175.7)

[322]

118.0
(120.5 T 18.3)

[505]

2197.3
(2,200.2 T 17.8)

[134]
770 4.78

(4.86 T 0.21)
[888]

34.32
(34.32 T 0.04)

[773]

ND 0.29 T 0.16
[107]

39.9
(41.5 T 4.4)

[34]

41,890
(40,940 T 500)

[137]

3,070
(3,000 T 47.1)

[135]

32.3
(27.9 T 4.1)

[275]

2323.8
(2,324.3 T 6.1)

[34]
4,000 1.46

(1.46 T 0.01)
[262]

34.69
(34.69 T 0.00)

[245]

ND ND 37.5
(42.3 T 4.9)

[83]

36,560
(35,970 T 290)

[108]

2,558
(2,507 T 19)

[104]

147.8
(147.8 T 1.3)

[210]

2325.5
(2,329.1 T 4.8)

[28]
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(figs. S5 and S6). The general patterns of archaeal

distribution we observed were consistent with pre-

vious field surveys (15, 25, 26). Recovery of ‘‘group

II’’ planktonic Euryarchaeota genomic DNA was

greatest in the upper water column and declined

below the photic zone. This distribution corrob-

orates recent observations of ion-translocating pho-

toproteins (called proteorhodopsins), now known

to occur in group II Euryarchaeota inhabiting the

photic zone (27). ‘‘Group III’’ EuryarchaeotaDNA

was recovered at all depths, but at a much lower

frequency (figs. S5 and S6). A novel crenarchaeal

group, closely related to a putatively thermophilic

Crenarchaeota (28), was observed at the greatest

depths (fig. S6).

Vertically Distributed Genes
and Metabolic Pathways

The depths sampled were specifically chosen to

capture microbial sequences at discrete biogeo-

chemical zones in thewater column encompassing

key physicochemical features (Tables 1 and 2,

Fig. 1; figs. S1 and S2). To evaluate sequences

from each depth, fosmid end sequences were

compared against different databases including

the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes

(KEGG) (29), National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI)’s Clusters of Orthologous

Groups (COG) (30), and SEED subsystems (31).

After categorizing sequences from each depth in

BLAST searches (32) against each database, we

identified protein categories that were more or

less well represented in one sample versus an-

other, using cluster analysis (33, 34) and boot-

strap resampling methodologies (35).

Cluster analyses of predicted protein sequence

representation identified specific genes and meta-

bolic traits that were differentially distributed in

the water column (fig. S7). In the photic zone (10,

70, and 130 m), these included a greater

representation in sequences associated with pho-

tosynthesis; porphyrin and chlorophyll metabo-

lism; type III secretion systems; and aminosugars,

purine, proponoate, and vitamin B6 metabolism,

relative to deep-water samples (fig. S7). Indepen-

dent comparisons with well-annotated subsystems

in the SEED database (31) also showed similar

and overlapping trends (table S1), including

greater representation in photic zone sequences

associated with alanine and aspartate; metabolism

of aminosugars; chlorophyll and carotenoid

biosynthesis; maltose transport; lactose degrada-

tion; and heavy metal ion sensors and exporters.

In contrast, samples from depths of 200 m and

below (where there is no photosynthesis) were

enriched in different sequences, including those

associated with protein folding; processing and

export; methionine metabolism; glyoxylate, dicar-

boxylate, and methane metabolism; thiamine

metabolism; and type II secretion systems, relative

to surface-water samples (fig. S7).

COG categories also provided insight into

differentially distributed protein functions and

categories. COGsmore highly represented in photic

zone included iron-transport membrane receptors,

deoxyribopyrimidine photolyase, diaminopimelate

decarboxylase, membrane guanosine triphospha-

tase (GTPase) with the lysyl endopeptidase gene

product LepA, and branched-chain amino acid–

transport system components (fig. S8). In con-

trast, COGs with greater representation in

deep-water samples included transposases, sev-

eral dehydrogenase categories, and integrases

(fig. S8). Sequences more highly represented in

the deep-water samples in SEED subsystem (31)

comparisons included those associated with

respiratory dehydrogenases, polyamine adeno-

sine triphosphate (ATP)–binding cassette (ABC)

transporters, polyamine metabolism, and alkyl-

phosphonate transporters (table S1).

Habitat-enriched sequences. We estimated

average protein sequence similarities between all

depth bins from cumulative TBLASTX high-

scoring sequence pair (HSP) bitscores, derived

from BLAST searches of each depth against

every other (Fig. 3). Neighbor-joining analyses

of a normalized, distance matrix derived from

these cumulative bitscores joined photic zone

and deeper samples together in separate clusters

(Fig. 3). When we compared our HOT sequence

datasets to previously reported Sargasso Sea

microbial sequences (19), these datasets also

clustered according to their depth and size

fraction of origin (fig. S9). The clustering

pattern in Fig. 3 is consistent with the ex-

pectation that randomly sampled photic zone

microbial sequences will tend on average to be

more similar to one another, than to those from

the deep-sea, and vice-versa.

We also identified those sequences (some of

which have no homologs in annotated databases)

that track major depth-variable environmental

features. Specifically, sequence homologs found

only in the photic zone unique sequences (from

10, 70, and 130 m), or deepwater unique

sequences (from 500, 770, and 4000 m) were

identified (Fig. 3). To categorize potential

functions encoded in these photic zone unique

(PZ) or deep-water unique (DW) sequence

bins, each was compared with KEGG, COG,

and NCBI protein databases in separate analy-

ses (29, 30, 36).

Some KEGG metabolic pathways appeared

more highly represented in the PZ than in DW

sequence bins, including those associated with

photosynthesis; porphyrin and chlorophyll metab-

olism; propanoate, purine, and glycerphospholipid

metabolism; bacterial chemotaxis; flagellar assem-

bly; and type III secretion systems (Fig. 4A). All

proteorhodopsin sequences (except one) were

captured in the PZ bin. Well-represented photic

zone KEGG pathway categories appeared to re-

flect potential pathway interdependencies. For

example the PZ photosynthesis bin [3% of the

total (Fig. 4A)] contained Prochlorococcus-like

and Synechococcus-like photosystem I, photo-

system II, and cytochrome genes. In tandem,

PZ porphyrin and chlorophyll biosynthesis se-

quence bins [È3.9% of the total (Fig. 4A)] con-

tained high representation of cyanobacteria-like

cobalamin and chlorophyll biosynthesis genes, as

well as photoheterotroph-like bacteriochloro-

phyll biosynthetic genes. Other probable func-

tional interdependencies appear reflected in the

corecovery of sequences associated with che-

motaxis (mostly methyl-accepting chemotaxis

proteins), flagellar biosynthesis (predominant-
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Fig. 1. Temperature versus salinity (T-S) relations for the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre at station
ALOHA (22-45’N, 158-W). The blue circles indicate the positions, in T-S ‘‘hydrospace’’ of the seven
water samples analyzed in this study. The data envelope shows the temperature and salinity
conditions observed during the period October 1988 to December 2004 emphasizing both the
temporal variability of near-surface waters and the relative constancy of deep waters.
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ly flagellar motor and hook protein-encoding

genes), and type III secretory pathways (all

associated with flagellar biosynthesis) in PZ

(Fig. 4A).

DW sequences were enriched in several

KEGG categories, including glyoxylate and dicar-

boxylate metabolism (with high representation

of isocitrate lyase– and formate dehydrogenase–

like genes); protein folding and processing (pre-

dominantly chaperone and protease like genes);

type II secretory genes (È40% were most sim-

ilar to pilin biosynthesis genes); aminophospho-

Fig. 2. Taxon distributions of top HSPs. The percent top HSPs that match
the taxon categories shown at expectation values of e1 � 10j60. Values
in parentheses indicate number of genomes in each category, complete

or draft, that were in the database at the time of analysis. The dots in the
lower panel tabulate the SSU rRNAs detected in fosmid libraries from
each taxonomic group at each depth (35) (figs. S3 and S6).
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nate, methionine, and sulfur metabolism; buta-

noate metabolism; ion-coupled transporters;

and other ABC transporter variants (Fig. 4B).

The high representation in DW sequences of

type II secretion system and pilin biosynthesis

genes, polysaccharide, and antibiotic synthesis

suggest a potentially greater role for surface-

associated microbial processes in the deeper-

water communities. Conversely, enrichment of

bacterial motility and chemotaxis sequences in

the photic zone indicates a potentially greater

importance for mobility and response in these

assemblages.

Similar differential patterns of sequence

distribution were seen in COG categories (Fig.

4B). COGs enriched in the PZ sequence bin

included photolyases, iron-transport outer mem-

brane proteins, Naþ-driven efflux pumps, ABC-

type sugar-transport systems, hydrolases and

acyl transferases, and transaldolases. In deeper

waters, transposases were the most enriched

COG category (È4.5% of the COG-categorized

DW), increasing steadily in representation with

depth from 500 m to their observed maximum

at 4000 m (Fig. 4B; fig. S9). Transposases

represented one of the single-most overrepre-

sented COG categories in deep waters, ac-

counting for 1.2% of all fosmids sequenced

from 4000 m (fig. S8). Preliminary analyses

of the transposase variants and mate-pair se-

quences indicate that they represent a wide

variety of different transposase families and

originate from diverse microbial taxa. In con-

trast, other highly represented COG categories

appeared to reflect specific taxon distribution

and abundances. For example, the enrichment

of transaldolases at 70 m (Fig. 4B; fig. S9) were

mostly derived from abundant cyanophage DNA

that was recovered at that depth (see discus-

sion below).

Sargasso Sea surface-water microbial se-

quences (19) shared, as expected, many more

homologous sequences with our photic zone

sequences than those from the deep sea (fig.

S10). There were 10 times as many PZ than

DW sequences shared in common with Sar-

gasso Sea samples 5 through 7 (19) (fig. S10).

In contrast, PZ-like sequences were only three

times higher in DW when compared with se-

quences from Sargasso Sea sample 3 (fig. S10).

The fact that Sargasso sample 3 was collected

during a period of winter deep-water mixing

likely contributes to this higher representation

of DW-like homologs. Sargasso Sea homologs

of our PZ sequence bin included, as expected,

sequences associated with photosynthesis; ami-

no acid transport; purine, pyrimidine and

nitrogen metabolism; porphyrin and chloro-

phyll metabolism; oxidative phosphorylation;

glycolysis; and starch and sucrose metabolism

(fig. S10).

Tentative taxonomic assignments of PZ or

DW sequences (top HSPs from NCBI’s nonre-

dundant protein database) were also tabulated

(fig. S11). As expected, a high percentage of

Prochlorococcus-like sequences was found in

PZ (È5% of the total), and a greater represen-

tation of Deltaproteobacteria-like, Actinobacteria-

like and Planctomycete-like sequences were

recovered in DW. Unexpectedly, the single most

highly represented taxon category in PZ (È21%

of all identified sequences in PZ) was derived

from viral sequences that were captured in

fosmid clones (fig. S11).

Community Genomics and
Host-Virus Interactions

Viruses are ubiquitous and abundant compo-

nents of marine plankton, and influence lateral

gene transfer, genetic diversity, and bacterial

mortality in the water column (37–40). The large

number of viral DNA sequences in our dataset

was unexpected (Fig. 5; fig. S12), because we

expected planktonic viruses to pass through

our collection filters. Previous studies using a

similar approach found only minimal contri-

butions from viral sources (19, 40). The majority

of viral DNA we captured in fosmid clone

libraries apparently originates from replicat-

ing viruses within infected host cells (35).

Viral DNA recovery was highest in the photic

zone, with cyanophage-like sequences repre-

senting 1 to 10% of all fosmid sequences (Fig.

5), and 60 to 80% of total virus sequences there.

Below 200 m, viral DNA made up no more

than 0.3% of all sequences at each depth.

Most photic zone viral sequences shared highest

similarity to T7-like and T4-like cyanophage of

the Podoviridae and Myoviridae. This is con-

sistent with previous studies (40–42), suggesting

a widespread distribution of these phage in the

ocean.

Analyses of 1107 fosmid mate pairs pro-

vided further insight into the origins of the viral

sequences. About 67% of the viruslike clones

were most similar to cyanophage on at least one

end, and half of these were highly similar to

cyanophage at both termini. Many of the

cyanophage clones showed apparent synteny

with previously sequenced cyanophage ge-

nomes (fig. S12). About 11% of the cyanophage

paired-ends contained a host-derived cyano-

phage ‘‘signature’’ gene (43) on one terminus.

The frequency and genetic-linkage of phage-

encoded (but host-derived) genes we observed,

including virus-derived genes involved in pho-

tosynthesis ( psbA, psbD, hli), phosphate-

scavenging genes (phoH, pstS), a cobalamin

biosynthesis gene (cobS), and carbon metabo-

lism (transaldolase) supports their widespread

distribution in natural viral populations and

their probable functional importance to cyano-

phage replication (43, 44).

If we assume that the cyanophages’ DNA was

derived from infected host cells in which phage

were replicating, the percentage of cyanophage-

infected cells was estimated to range between 1

and 12% (35). An apparent cyanophage infec-

tion maxima was observed at 70 m, coinciding

with the peak virus:host ratio (Fig. 5). Although

these estimates are tentative, they are consistent

with previously reported ranges of phage-

infected picoplankton cells in situ (38, 45).

About 0.5% of all sequences were likely

prophage, as inferred from high sequence sim-

ilarity to phage-related integrases and known

prophage genes (35). Paired-end analyses of

viral fosmids indicated that È2.5% may be

derived from prophage integrated into a variety

of host taxa. A few clones also appear to be

derived from temperate siphoviruses, and a

number of putative eukaryotic paired-end viral

sequences shared highest sequence identity with

homologs from herpes viruses, mimiviruses,

and algal viruses.

Fig. 3. Habitat-specific
sequences in photic zone
versus deep-water communi-
ties. The dendrogram shows
a cluster analysis based on
cumulative bitscores de-
rived fromreciprocalTBLASTX
comparisons between all
depths. Only the branch-
ing pattern resulting from
neighbor-joining analy-
ses (not branch-lengths)
are shown in the dendro-
gram. The Venn diagrams
depict the percentage of se-
quences that were present
only in PZ sequences (n 0
12,713) or DW sequences
(n 0 14,132), as deter-
mined in reciprocal BLAST
searches of all sequences in
each depth versus every
other. The percentage out
of the total PZ or DW sequence bins represented in each subset is shown. See SOM for methods (35).
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Ecological Implications and
Future Prospects

Microbial community sampling along well-

characterized depth strata allowed us to identify

significant depth-variable trends in gene content

and metabolic pathway components of oceanic

microbial communities. The gene repertoire of

surface waters reflected some of the mechanisms

and modes of light-driven processes and primary

productivity. Environmentally diagnostic sequences

in surface waters included predicted proteins as-

sociated with cyanophage, motility, chemotax-

is, photosynthesis, proteorhodopsins, photolyases,

carotenoid biosynthesis, iron-transport systems,

and host restriction-modification systems. The

importance of light energy to these communi-

ties as reflected in their gene content was ob-

vious. More subtle ecophysiological trends can

be seen in iron transport, vitamin synthesis,

flagella synthesis and secretion, and chemotaxis

gene distributions. These data support hypothe-

ses about potential adaptive strategies of het-

erotrophic bacteria in the photic zone that may

actively compete for nutrients by swimming

toward nutrient-rich particles and algae (46). In

contrast to surface-water assemblages, deep-

water microbial communities appeared more

enriched in transposases, pilus synthesis, protein

export, polysaccharide and antibiotic synthesis,

the glyoxylate cycle, and urea metabolism gene

sequences. The observed enrichment in pilus,

polysaccharide, and antibiotic synthesis genes

in deeper-water samples suggests a potentially

greater role for a surface-attached life style in

deeper-water microbial communities. Finally,

the apparent enrichment of phage genes and

restriction-modification systems observed in

the photic zone may indicate a greater role for

phage parasites in the more productive upper

water column, relative to deeper waters.

At finer scales, sequence distributions we

observed also reflected genomic ‘‘microvari-

ability’’ along environmental gradients, as

evidenced by the partitioning of high- and low-

light Prochlorococcus ecotype genes observed

in different regions of the photic zone (Fig. 5).

Higher-order biological interactions were also

evident, for example in the negative correlation

of cyanophage versus Prochlorococcus host gene

sequence recovery (Fig. 5). This relation be-

tween the abundance of host and cyanophage

DNA probably reflects specific mechanisms of

cyanophage replication in situ. These host-parasite

sequence correlations we saw demonstrate the po-

tential for observing community-level interspe-

cies interactions through environmental genomic

datasets.

Obviously, the abundance of specific taxa

will greatly influence the gene distributions ob-

served, as we saw, for example, in Prochlorococ-

cus gene distribution in the photic zone. Gene

sequence distributions can reflect more than just

relative abundance of specific taxa, however.

Fig. 4. Cluster analyses of KEGG and COG annotated PZ and DW
sequence bins versus depth. Sequence homologs unique to or shared
within the photic zone (10, 70, and 130 m) and those unique to or shared
in DW (500, 770, and 4000 m) were annotated against the KEGG or COG
databases with TBLASTX with an expectation threshold of 1 � 10j5.
Yellow shading is proportional to the percentage of categorized sequences
in each category. Cluster analyses of gene categories (left dendrograms)
were performed with the Kendall’s tau nonparametric distance metric,
and the Pearson correlation was used to generate the top dendrograms
relating the depth series (33, 34). Dendrograms were displayed by using
self-organizing mapping with the Pearson correlation metric (33, 34). Green
lines in top dendrograms show PZ sequences, blue lines DW sequences. (A)
KEGG category representation versus depth. KEGG categories with a
standard deviation greater than 0.4 of observed values, having at least two
depths R0.6% of the total KEGG-categorized genes at each depth, are
shown. For display purposes, categories 98% in more than two depths are
not shown. (B) COG category representation versus depth. COG categories

with standard deviations greater than 0.2 of observed values, having at least two depths R0.3% of the total COG-categorized genes at each depth, are
shown.
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Some depth-specific gene distributions we ob-

served [e.g., transposases found predominantly

at greater depths (Fig. 4B; fig. S8)], appear to

originate from a wide variety of gene families

and genomic sources. These gene distributional

patterns seemmore indicative of habitat-specific

genetic or physiological trends that have spread

through different members of the community.

Community gene distributions and stoichiome-

tries are differentially propagated by vertical and

horizontal genetic mechanisms, dynamic physi-

ological responses, or interspecies interactions

like competition. The overrepresentation of

certain sequence types may sometimes reflect

their horizontal transmission and propagation

within a given community. In our datasets, the

relative abundance of cyanobacteria-like psbA,

psbD, and transaldolase genes were largely a

consequence of their horizontal transfer and

subsequent amplification in the viruses that

were captured in our samples. In contrast, the

increase of transposases from 500 to 4000 m,

regardless of community composition, re-

flected a different mode of gene propagation,

likely related to the slower growth, lower

productivity, and lower effective population

sizes of deep-sea microbial communities. In

future comparative studies, similar deviations

in environmental gene stoichiometries might

be expected to provide even further insight

into habitat-specific modes and mechanisms

of gene propagation, distribution, and mobil-

ity (27, 47). These ‘‘gene ecologies’’ could

readily be mapped directly on organismal

distributions and interactions, environmental

variability, and taxonomic distributions.

The study of environmental adaptation and

variability is not new, but our technical capa-

bilities for identifying and tracking sequences,

genes, and metabolic pathways in microbial

communities is. The study of gene ecology and

its relation to community metabolism, inter-

species interactions, and habitat-specific signa-

tures is nascent. More extensive sequencing

efforts are certainly required to more thoroughly

describe natural microbial communities. Addi-

tionally, more concerted efforts to integrate these

new data into studies of oceanographic, bio-

geochemical, and environmental processes are

necessary (48). As the scope and scale of genome-

enabled ecological studies matures, it should

become possible to model microbial community

genomic, temporal, and spatial variability with

other environmental features. Significant future

attention will no doubt focus on interpreting

the complex interplay between genes, orga-

nisms, communities and the environment, as

well as the properties revealed that regulate

global biogeochemical cycles. Future efforts

in this area will advance our general perspective

on microbial ecology and evolution and elu-

cidate the biological dynamics that mediate

the flux of matter and energy in the world’s

oceans.
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Pairing and Phase Separation in a
Polarized Fermi Gas
Guthrie B. Partridge, Wenhui Li, Ramsey I. Kamar, Yean-an Liao, Randall G. Hulet*

We report the observation of pairing in a gas of atomic fermions with unequal numbers of two
components. Beyond a critical polarization, the gas separates into a phase that is consistent with a
superfluid paired core surrounded by a shell of normal unpaired fermions. The critical polarization
diminishes with decreasing attractive interaction. For near-zero polarization, we measured the
parameter b 0 –0.54 T 0.05, describing the universal energy of a strongly interacting paired Fermi
gas, and found good agreement with recent theory. These results are relevant to predictions of
exotic new phases of quark matter and of strongly magnetized superconductors.

F
ermion pairing is the essential ingredient

in the Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer

(BCS) theory of superconductivity. In

conventional superconductors, the chemical

potentials of the two spin states are equal.

There has been great interest, however, in the

consequences of mismatched chemical poten-

tials that may arise in several important sit-

uations, including, for example, magnetized

superconductors (1–3) and cold dense quark

matter at the core of neutron stars (4). A

chemical potential imbalance may be produced

by several mechanisms, including magneti-

zation in the case of superconductors, mass

asymmetry, or unequal numbers. Pairing is qual-

itatively altered by the Fermi energy mismatch,

and there has been considerable speculation

regarding the nature and relative stability of

various proposed exotic phases. In the Fulde-

Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase (2, 3),

pairs possess a nonzero center-of-mass momen-

tum that breaks translational invariance, whereas

the Sarma (1), or the breached pair (5), phase

is speculated to have gapless excitations. A

mixed phase has also been proposed (6–8) in

which regions of a paired BCS superfluid are

surrounded by an unpaired normal phase. Little

is known experimentally, however, because of

the difficulty in creating magnetized super-

conductors. Initial evidence for an FFLO phase

in a heavy-fermion superconductor has only

recently been reported (9, 10). Opportunities for

experimental investigation of exotic pairing

states have expanded dramatically with the

recent realization of the Bose-Einstein conden-

sate (BEC)–BCS crossover in a two spin state

mixture of ultracold atomic gases. Recent ex-

periments have demonstrated both superfluid-

ity (11–13) and pairing (14–17) in atomic Fermi

gases. We report the observation of pairing in a

polarized gas of 6Li atoms. Above an interaction-

dependent critical polarization, we observed a

phase separation that is consistent with a uni-

formly paired superfluid core surrounded by

an unpaired shell of the excess spin state. Be-

low the critical polarization, the spatial size of

the gas was in agreement with expectations

for a universal, strongly interacting paired Fermi

gas.

Our methods for producing a degenerate

gas of fermionic 6Li atoms (18, 19) and the

realization of the BEC-BCS crossover at a

Feshbach resonance (17) have been described

previously (20). An incoherent spin mixture

of the F 0 ½, m
F
0 ½ (state k1À) and the F 0 ½,

m
F
0 –½ (state k2À) sublevels (where F is the

total spin quantum number and m
F
is its projec-

tion) is created by radio frequency (rf) sweeps,

where the relative number of the two states can

be controlled by the rf power (20). The spin

mixture is created at a magnetic field of 754 G,

which is within the broad Feshbach resonance

located near 834 G (21, 22). The spin mixture is

evaporatively cooled by reducing the depth of

the optical trap that confines it, and the mag-

netic field is ramped adiabatically to a desired

field within the crossover region. States k1À and
k2À are sequentially and independently imaged

in the trap by absorption (20). Analysis of

these images provides measurement of N
i
and

polarization P 0 (N
1
– N

2
)/(N

1
þ N

2
), where

N
i
is the number of atoms in state kiÀ. We ex-

press the Fermi temperature, T
F
, in terms of

the majority spin state, state k1À, as k
B
T
F
0

Iw (6N
1
)1/3, where w 0 2p (u

r
2u

z
)1/3 is the

mean harmonic frequency of the cylindrically

symmetric confining potential with radial and

axial frequencies u
r
and u

z
, respectively. For

P , 0, we find that N
1
, N

2
, 105, giving T

F
,

400 nK for our trap frequencies. Because of

decreasing evaporation efficiency with increas-

ing polarization, there is a correlation between

P and total atom number (fig. S1).

For fields on the low-field (BEC) side of

resonance, real two-body bound states exist, and

molecules are readily formed by three-body

recombination. For the case of P 0 0, a

molecular Bose-Einstein condensate (MBEC) is

observed to form with no detectable thermal

molecules (17). On the basis of an estimated

MBEC condensate fraction of 990%, we place

an upper limit on the temperature T G 0.1T
F
at a

field of 754 G (17). However, the gas is expected

to be cooled further during the adiabatic ramp for

final fields greater than 754 G (17). By using

similar experimental methods, we previously

measured the order parameter of the gas in the

BCS regime and found good agreement with T 0
0 BCS theory (17), indicating that the gas was

well below the critical temperature for pairing.

Images of states k1À and k2À at a field of

830 G are shown (Fig. 1) for relative numbers
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